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Strauss's Elektra was premièred in 1909 and marks the highpoint of the composers operatic career. 
Never again would he compose such searingly dramatic, concise music, replete with startlingly 
vivid orchestration, and a wealth of highly chromatic (and often atonal) thematic material, centred 
around decidedly Wagnerian sounding leitmotifs. It is isn't easy to cast. The title role needs a true 
dramatic soprano who is happy above the stave, and that of Klytemnestra a big-voiced mezzo-
soprano. Chrysothemis is written for a lyric soprano, and Oreste for an heroic baritone.  

Elektra's don't come any better than Birgit Nilsson. She was 48 when the recording was made, and 
even the most exposed leaps and murderously high tessitura don't bother her. As the greatest 
Wagnerian soprano since Frieda Leider, she can effortlessly ride the orchestra, while still using a 
wide dynamic range in quieter passages. There are occasions when her intonation falters in the 
Recognition Scene, but this is a classic, thrillingly savage performance. Regina Resnik scales the 
same dramatic heights as Nilsson in her confrontation with Elektra, and her laughter at the end of 
the scene is gloriously OTT. Marie Collier as Chrysothemis sounds suitably bemused by her sisters 
ravings, and rises superbly to her final duet with her, and Tom Krause is a suitably dark-voiced, 
imposing Oreste. 

Solti's conducting and the playing of the Vienna Philharmonic are magnificent. He never lets the 
tension drop and unlike some, I don't find him lacking in warmth in the Recognition Scene. He 
simply understands that nothing should stand in the way of the scores wonderfully histrionic 
progress to revenge and death. 

Sound
Balance: 5
Inner balance: 5
Detail and clarity: 5
Dynamic range: 5

By 1966 Decca had mastered every aspect of their Sonicstage presentations. Where they used 
multiple microphones, and had a stage with numbered squares erected behind the orchestra, so the 
movement of the singers – when needed - could be co-ordinated, and made as realistic as possible, 
and when necessary, didn't hesitate to use sound-effects (as happens on several occasions on these 
LPs) to heighten the sense of drama. The recording and lacquer mastering equipment had improved 



from that found in the 1950s, so that the sound had greater body, and an extended bass and dynamic 
range. This allowed them to produce what remains the greatest sound ever captured on operatic 
recordings.

Whichever passage you take, there is golden, deep, singing string tone, clear, full-bodied and 
enormously characterful woodwind, gleaming brass (as always with Solti, the Vienna Philharmonic 
horns exult) and the timpani crash out. All of the voices have body, projection and vibrancy, and 
everything is captured within a sound-stage that is wide and deep, with excellent definition and 
enormous impact. Indeed there are moments when ones breath is taken away by the sound 
emanating from the speakers.

All of the above applies to the originals (first label pressings were used for comparison) and the 
Speakers Corner remasterings. The main differences are that the modern pressings have even 
greater power and immediacy, the voices are slightly fuller, and the balance is marginally more 
forward. I could happily live with either, but if pushed, the Speakers Corner discs would be my first 
choice. 

   


